Late infective endocarditis after transcatheter tricuspid valve-in-valve implantation: A pediatric case report
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A B S T R A C T

In patients with congenital heart diseases, new procedures, such as transcatheter valve replacement, have been associated with a non-negligible incidence of infective endocarditis (IE): up to 4% patient-year IE incidence. Prosthetic IE after percutaneous tricuspid valve replacement (PTVR) has been scarcely reported. We report the first pediatric case of IE after percutaneous tricuspid Melody™ valve-in-valve implantation in a boy who was diagnosed with Eisenmenger syndrome, related to patent ductus arteriosus. This first pediatric case of late IE (4 years) after PTVR is added to eight previously reported cases of IE from the valve-in-valve international database registry (VIVID registry).
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1. Introduction

Infective endocarditis (IE) is a relatively rare complication associated with significant morbidity and mortality [1]. Prevention of IE has not decreased its incidence (3–7 per 100,000 person-years) [2], reportedly as a consequence of medical progress.

In patients with congenital heart diseases (CHD), medical advances have modified the epidemiology of this population, as well as the profile of patients at risk of IE [3]. The incidence of IE in adults with CHD has been estimated as between 15 and 140 times that of the general population, representing 0.4–4% of hospitalizations.

In the past two decades, transcatheter valve replacement has been considered as a major advance for patients with CHD. Indeed, Bonhoeffer et al. reported in 2000 the first experience of transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement in a right-ventricle-to-pulmonary-artery prosthetic conduit with valve dysfunction, in a 12-year-old child [4]. Today, this percutaneous procedure stands as the standard of care for many young CHD patients with dysfunctional right-ventricular-to-pulmonary artery conduits and pulmonary bioprosthetic valves or homografts [5]. In 2010, the first case of transcatheter tricuspid valve-in-valve implantation was reported, using the Edwards Sapien balloon expandable bioprosthesis [6]. Since then, successful percutaneous tricuspid valve replacement (PTVR) procedures have been reported, using the Edwards Sapien valve or the Melody™ valve [7]. The Medtronic Melody™ balloon-expandable valve is a stented bovine jugular vein graft, available in three sizes (20, 22, and 24 mm, i.e., outer diameter). The Sapien balloon expandable valve is composed of bovine pericardium leaflets sutured in a stent, and is available in three sizes (23, 26, and 29 mm).

Alongside these great advances, a warning signal has been launched of an infective risk of these devices with a 2–4% patient-year incidence of IE after transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement in patients with CHD [8]. Several risk factors have been identified, such as male gender, abrupt aspirin discontinuation, additional unprotected invasive procedures, history of endocarditis, and irregular right outflow tract [8].

Prosthetic infective endocarditis after tricuspid valve-in-valve implantation has been scarcely reported, especially beyond the first months after the procedure [9]. We report the first pediatric case of late IE that occurred in a 13-year-old boy, 5 years after percutaneous tricuspid Melody™ valve-in-valve implantation.

Informed consent was obtained from the patient’s parents for publication of the case report and accompanying images.

2. Observation

At the age of 14 months, our male patient was diagnosed with Eisenmenger syndrome, related to atrial septal defect (ASD) and patent ductus arteriosus. Non-reversible pulmonary arterial
hypertension (PAH) with elevated pulmonary vascular resistance was assessed by cardiac catheterization. Under medical treatment including diuretics and bosentan, he developed right heart failure, associated with severe tricuspid valve regurgitation. At the age of 5 years (weight of 20 kg), the patient underwent surgical valve replacement (27-mm bioprosthetic Carpenter–Edwards valve). Subsequently, the patient’s symptoms significantly improved. In 2013, at the age of 9 years (weight of 22 kg), the patient was diagnosed with bioprosthetic tricuspid valve degeneration (mean gradient of 14 mmHg) and significant right-to-left atrial shunt on the basis of an echocardiogram, requiring cardiac catheterization before valve replacement. After considering the surgical risks related to PAH, an interventional cardiac catheterization procedure was preferred. Therefore, the patient underwent transcatheter tricuspid valve-in-valve implantation, using a Melody™ pulmonary valve (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). As the right-to-left shunt remained significant, a transcatheter closure of ostium secundum ASD was performed during the same procedure, using the Amplatzer Atrial Septal Occluder Device (AGA Medical Corporation, Golden Valley, MN, USA). At the end of the procedure, a hemodynamic evaluation measured an iso-systemic pulmonary arterial pressure with left-to-right PDA shunt, an aortic oxygen saturation of 95%, and a mean tricuspid gradient of 4 mmHg. The patient was discharged from the hospital 2 days after the interventional catheterization procedure, on diuretics (spironolactone, furosemide), bosentan (4 mg/kg/day), aspirin (5 mg/kg/day), and warfarin (INR range from 1.5 to 2.5, with coagulation self-testing using the Coaguchek XS device, from Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, France). Withdrawal of diuretic drugs was possible 3 months after the procedure and the patient remained stable for 4 years under aspirin, warfarin, and bosentan treatment (NYHA functional class I, SpO₂, 95%).

At the age of 13 years (weight of 40 kg), the patient presented with prolonged fever and diarrhea. It is worth noting that he had been treated with topical antimicrobials for several furuncles 3 weeks before the symptoms started. Transthoracic echocardiography found a voluminous vegetation of more than 10 mm attached to the Melody™ valve, with no incidence on hemodynamic and valvular functions (Figs. 1 and 2). Blood cultures were positive in less than 24 h and revealed oxacillin-resistant *Staphylococcus epidermidis*. The patient underwent intravenous antibiotic treatment with vancomycin, rifampin, and gentamicin during the first 48 h. Fever decreased after 48 h of antibiotic administration and the first negative blood culture was obtained after 72 h of treatment. Fever reoccurred after 8 days of antibiotics, and the blood culture was positive again (with the same bacteria) after 12 days of antibiotics. Simultaneously, the echocardiogram showed an increase in the size of the vegetation, an increased tricuspid mean gradient of 22 mmHg, suggesting tricuspid valve obstruction. The patient was referred to a cardiac surgeon who performed prosthetic valve removal and tricuspid valve replacement (27-mm bioprosthesis), under cardiopulmonary bypass, with a favorable peri- and postprocedural outcome. Intravenous antibiotics with vancomycin and rifampin were administered for 2 weeks, followed by oral antibiotics with linezolid and rifampin for an additional 2 weeks. The patient was discharged from intensive care on day 9 and from hospital on day 21 after surgery, and he then underwent cardiac rehabilitation with an intensive patient/family education program on IE prophylaxis. The follow-up 12 months after surgery remains favorable.

### 3. Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first pediatric case report of late IE, 4 years after transcatheter tricuspid valve-in-valve implantation in a child with severe CHD. In the VIVID registry, an unsponsored valve-in-valve international database dedicated to patients with acquired or congenital heart diseases, eight cases of IE were reported, from an overall cohort of 306 patients in 80 centers [9]. These eight patients were diagnosed with IE related to various causative agents (2 *Staphylococcus aureus*, 1 *Enterococcus*, 1 *Candida albicans*, 1 *Kingella*, 1 *Haemophilus influenzae*, 2 negative cultures), affecting both Melody™ and Sapien™ valves similarly and with a delay of 2–29 months after PTVR, representing an annualized incidence rate of 1.5% per patient-year. Interestingly, patients with prior IE were not at higher risk for adverse valve-related outcomes after PTVR. In our patient, it is regrettable that his furuncles were not treated appropriately, using both local and systemic antibiotics, and that blood cultures were not obtained earlier at the onset of fever.
In the recent guidelines, IE prevention strategies have restricted antibiotic prophylaxis and reinforced nonspecific hygiene measures [3]. For CHD patients, antibiotic prophylaxis before dental procedures is now recommended in only five situations: prosthetic valve, previous infective endocarditis, unrepaired cyanotic CHD (including palliative shunts and conduits), completely repaired congenital heart defect with prosthetic material or device (whether placed using surgery or catheter intervention, during the first 6 months after the procedure), and repaired CHD with residual defects at the site or adjacent to the site of a prosthetic patch or prosthetic device [3]. The reasons for such a change in antibiotic endocarditis prophylaxis are multifactorial [2,3]. From a general perspective, the expert consensus to limit antibiotic prophylaxis relies on the lack of scientific evidence for the efficacy of antibiotic prophylaxis, the estimated huge number of patients that may need to be treated to prevent one single case of IE, the small but existing risk of anaphylaxis, and the general problem of the emergence of resistant microorganisms resulting from widespread, often inappropriate, use of antibiotics. Nevertheless, IE still remains a serious issue in cardiology, as neither the incidence nor the mortality of this disease have decreased over the past decades, especially in patients with complex CHD, whose prevalence has markedly increased over the past few decades. The proportion of CHD in patients with IE has been estimated between 2% and 18%, e.g., 5–40 times higher than in the general population [10]. Moreover, there is an important infective risk for percutaneous valve implantation, especially with the Melody valve, as reported by the French working group of Cardiac Catheterization in Congenital Heart Disease Patients with a cumulative IE incidence at 11.8% and annualized IE incidence at 3.6% [11]. This risk may be less common with the Sapien compared with the Melody valve. [12].

In parallel with these more targeted IE guidelines, patients with CHD have recently become eligible for modern transcatheter valve replacement procedures, which should definitely be considered as a great medical advance, especially for young patients with severe cardiac conditions. When considering our patient, we still believe that transcatheter tricuspid valve-in-valve replacement was a good option, since a second tricuspid surgical repair would have represented a very high risk in the context of pulmonary hypertension. Nevertheless, we should not underestimate the importance of patient education dedicated to IE prevention in CHD patients after transcatheter valve replacement.

4. Conclusion

The present pediatric case of IE after transcatheter tricuspid valve-in-valve implantation is in line with the recently issued warning on the infective risk of transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement in patients with CHD. In the context of medical advances in complex percutaneous procedures in this young population, and in the absence of clear identified risk factors, our community should reinforce patient education dedicated to IE prevention in CHD patients after transcatheter valve replacement.
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